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Photo: Edwin Lo�b 

Rudolf Laban, June 1954. 

EDITORIAL 

Jn this special commemorative issue of the Mazagine we offer a 
selection of Mr. Laban's hitherto unpublished writings. We hesi
tate to describe this selection as "representative"; it could more 
accurately be termed a random sample. Indeed, to make a selec
tion which could justifiably be called representative would be, for 
several reasons, a well-nigh impossible task. In the first place such 
material could not be compressed into a magazine of this size: 
secondly, several years' work would be needed: and thirdly it would 
be impossible to do justice to the extent and complexity of the 
writer's thought. Mr. Laban wrote as freely as he thought; his 
thoughts flowed on to paper. He was never without pencil and 
paper on which in spare moments. on railway journeys or between 
classes or lectures he would jot down what he was thinking. Some
times an almost completed article would result; at other times one 
would be begun, to be finished later, or perhaps to be discarded 
in favour of a different approach. Sometimes odd thoughts and 
random notes would be jotted down, and these too might later be 
developed into longer writings. Long before he came to England 
he had not only published a number of books, but had amassed a 
vast collection of unpublished writings, all of which were unfortun
ately destroyed during the Second World War. 

At the Art of Movement Centre in Weybridge the innumerable 
compartments of the large filing cupboard which the Guild pre
sented to Mr. Laban on his 75th birthday overflow with his writ
ings in German and in English. Miss Ullmann, to whom Mr. 
Laban entrusted his writings, very kindly made these available to 
the Guild for this commemorative issue of the Magazine. It is 
from this source that the contents of this Magazine have been 
taken. 
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4 EDITORIAL 

Although such a selection is bound to be arbitrary. it can never
theless be called representative in so far as the articles highlight 
different facets of Mr. Laban's interests. "The Aesthetic Approach 
to the Art of Dancing." for example. is concerned with dancing 
and establishing a new form of dance. In "Meaning" and 
"Symbol" he attempts to define and clarify certain aspects of his 
work. Other articles are written to show the importance of the 
whole Art of Movement in its universal aspect. related not only to 
the Arts but also to Science and Psychology. 

Although a certain amount of editing is inevitable, the articles 
have been altered as little as possible. All are as originally written 
by Mr. Laban; none is a finished article in the sense that it has 
been edited and polished by the writer himself. All but one were 
written in English. Mr. Laban himself was always extremely 
modest in his estimate of his ability to speak and write in English. 
but he greatly under-estimated. for he expresses himself not only 
fluently but with an original and vivid use of words which gives 
poetry and freshness to all that he writes. 

The decision that this special commemorative issue of the Maga
zine should consist of Mr. Laban's own writings rather than of bio
graphy and articles about different aspects of his work was made 
for three main reasons. Firstly, the special Birthday number, pub
lished in December, I 954. took the latter form; secondly the May 
issue of the Magazine "The New Era" published by the New 
Education Fellowship is also along these lines;*and thirdly to the 
Guild which bears Mr. Laban's name falls the privilege of offering 
to its members this unique contribution of his own writings. We 
hope to be able to print further excerpts in future Magazines. 

• Copies of these are available to Guild members for 2s. post free, and 
may be obtained from Miss C. Gardner, Parkside. Hadley Common, Barnet, 
Herts. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF DANCI G 
(Read by Miss Ullmann at the Annual Conference, 1959, 

as the Laban Lecture) 

At. first gla.nce the Doing and Dancing of man seem to be com
�arat1vely unimportant facts in the history of the world. For the
hfe of men-of humanity in general-is in its duration and extent 
only a transient spark in the fire of the manifold manifestations of 
ex!stence on our planet. There exist several milliards of living 
�111gs on earth, such as plants, microbes, insects, fishes and all the 
higher animals, and the number of men is very small. 

It is true that doing and dancing are general characteristics of 
life, but life seems to be a relatively rare feature on earth as well as 
in the universe: In order to maintain themselves living beings are
comp�lled to �11 the greater part of their existence with Doings. 
not with Danc10g, although they live in the midst of an overwhelm
ing mass of non-living matter. 

!he whole mass of living matter on earth constitutes an extremely
th111 layer of mould. on �he surface of this tiny celestial grain of
dust. Other more gigantic worlds show no signs of life at all. For 
we are told that none of the m.yriads of suns constituting the milky
�ay and only �ery few of their planets offer the necessary condi
t10ns under which the development of this layer of Jiving mould 
becomes possible. 

On earth thi� mould consists for the most part of plants. When 
we see a deer 111 the forest or an insect in the grass, we become 
aware of the sparsity of animals amidst the relative abundance of 
vegetation . . Plants are fixed in the soil; their growth, the flowering
and produc111g of seeds and fruits, is their Doing. They cannot 
mo�e or dance except in. the involuntary bending and waving of
their stems and branches 111 the wind. Often they twist the ends of 
their twigs towards the sunlight or towards water. but this is rather 
?. growing. than a dancing. 

5 



6 THE IMPORTANCE OF DANCING 

But all the whirling, creeping, flying, swimming microbes and 
higher animals are gifted with the power of moving independently 
and they enjoy their gift for locomotion in two ways: in Doing and 
in Dancing. Besides the movements they make in the interest of 
self-preservation, they sometimes express their inner agitation in a 
way which man calls Dance. Jn the forests covering great districts 
of the globe, in the miraculous gardens at the bottom of the sea and 
in the midst of the fantastic clouds in the air we are amazed to see 
all kinds of animals carrying on their life work and on certain 
occasions obeying some mysterious compulsion to perform seem
ingly purposeless movements. We understand that an animal can
not exist without its life-sustaining Doing, but we are not yet able to 
explain this curious behaviour which we call Dance. 

The extreme rarity of matter which possesses the capacity to 
grow, to multiply, and to make voluntary and involuntary move
ments, and the still greater rarity of the use of this gift for writ
ing apparently meaningless shapes and rhythms in the air, stands 
in no proportion to the importance and deep significance which 
these two enigmatic extravagances of living creatures seem to have 
for themselves. Man likes to think that he has a role to play on 
earth which is the penetration of all kinds of mysteries through the 
activities of his mind. The mystery of his own doings awakens his 
curiosity earlier and more strongly than most of the other riddles 
of the universe. Dancing as a factor of social life is in reality a 
part of his doings and its elaboration marks in fact the first stages 
in the growth of any civilisation. In the course of its later develop
ment Dance as an Art form has become one of the rarest and most 
admired flowers of civilised life. 

The rarity and distinction of man's power of developing his 
capacity of free movement into an art is comparable with the rarity 
in Nature of precious stones. of magnetic metals and of radio
active substances. The functioning of the human mind would not 
be what it is without the arts; and dance is the primary art of man. 

Doing and Dancing have their common roots on one hand in the 
mobility of the body and on the other hand in the agitation of the 
mind. People reveal themselves in their special manner of Doing 
and Dancing mirroring in this way the trends of their conscious
ness, emotionalism and volition. 

Doing is purposeful and may be understood as signifying all 
action by which practical aims are pursued. Doing is thus dis-
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tinguished from Dancing in which the aims pursued appear to the 
great multitude of our contemporaries as superfluous, or at least of 
secondary importance. Dancing is not, however, unnecessary for 
the actual preservation of life, although it seems devoid of any 
practical purpose. But equally purposeless are all the other arts 
and spiritual endeavours, which we know today have actually 
originated from dancing. All these leisure activities. including the 
joyful play of children, are entirely inessential to the simple pre
servation of life, but they are essential in the recovery from the 
strain of doing. 

The purposeful struggle of ordinary doing prevails in work. 
All our Doing in work with its exciting competition and its hazard
ous uncertainties and fancies has more than one trait in common 
with dancing and playing. Doing and Dancing have moreover a 
common instrument in the body, and a common medium in move
ment directed by thought and emotion. 

The instrument of all human Doing and Dancing, the body, is 
constructed and functions in a similar way to an animal's body. 
There is even a certain similarity between the structure and func
tion of an animal and a plant, otherwise we would not comprehend 
the latter as living beings. The cell-state of the body is a great co
operative of specialised cell-groups. Every living individual has to 
submit to the lawful order in which the natural functions of the cell 
groups evolve. It can be assumed that the natural laws which pre
vail in this communal life extend their influence far beyond the 
realm of purely physical and biological functions. 

Man is proud of his unique position on the earth and in the 
universe. He likes to invest his achievements with a special glory. 
He is proud of the reasonableness and morality which he expresses 
in his Doings. The veneration of certain ideals, and the valuation 
of virtues find their expression in the different manifestations of the 
comprehensive Art of Movement. This to some people seems to 
be a very acceptable and sufficient excuse for Dancing. But is it 
more than an excuse, is it a real purpose? Beauty and gracefulness 
as well as heroic self-reliance play a great role in all the dances of 
man. Dances of love and devotion, Dances of intrepid warfare 

have adorned his early festivals. 
Man takes it for granted that such symbolic representations in 

Dance of his inspired Doing have their source in the imagination 
of the mind. He is apt to forget that the cells constituting his body 



8 THE IMPORTANCE OF DANCING 

which include his nerve-centres, show an astonishing sensibility 
and willingness in the performance of their special duties. All the 
beauty and courage manifesting themselves in man's doing and 
dancing could not appear without the co-operation and help of 
these small members of the bodily cell-state. The mind of man, or 
even that of the animal, cannot do better than follow the wonderful 
harmony pre-established in the natural function of the living crea
ture. And this is also what happens in man's Doing and Dancing 
as long as he is able to understand and appreciate the biological 
factors of living. This understanding and appreciation does not 
result from intellectual knowledge only. because man has no direct 
insight into the functioning of the cell-state. It is another sort of 
awareness through which he becomes initiated into the mysterious 
traffic of life, and this awareness is based on the immediate func
tional experience of Doing and Dancing. 

We may surmise that the cells are just as proud of their special 
job in the great co-operative of the cell-state as nervous cell-groups 
are of the role they play in the good functioning of the whole 
animal. In the same way the leader of a large community will be 
proud of the healthy functioning of the whole, yet each individual 
belonging to the community will also be proud of his personal 
achievements. The single cell seems to be as anxious to display 
his strength, cunning. and skill as the controlling cell-groups. 

Nature succeeds in bringing about the necessary discipline and 
order in the cell-state, by creating an attitude of pride in well
ordered doing, which must be based on a certain awareness of an 
urge towards ideals existing in each single cell as well as in the 
central mind. Obviously there seems to be present already in the 
cellular world a long series of what might be called noble senti
ments and endeavours. Tn the dramatic battles which these little 
creatures have to fight in order to defend their buildings and to 
secure the freedom necessary for the unhindered performance of 
their activities. we see a great many heroic actions, much self
sacrifice and mutual help. comparable with similar manifestations 
iu man's social behaviour. We therefore cannot say that the 
central controlling mind has invented or monopolised any of these 
virtues or wisdoms. All the possible virtues and volitions exist. 
and are fulfilled in an exemplary way. in the life of cells. We 
could, of course. suppose that these noble tendencies are infiltrated 
from above: that is. the cells learn their pride-modesty, their 
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capacity to be social and energetic from the examples set and the 
advice given by the governing cell-groups: but alas, this illusion is 
revealed as such by the fact that the most anti-social mind often 
enjoys the most wonderfully harmonious and smoothly functioning 
cell life. Is it not more true that the anti-social governing cell
groups of a healthy and harmonious cell-state have failed to learn 
from their subordinates to distinguish right from wrong? 

Taken all in all. we can say that the economy and organisation 
and. so to speak, the civilisation of the cell-state seems to run on 
much wiser and more circumspect lines than those on which most 
human beings develop. ln particular. what seems to be a natural 
ethico-moral behaviour of a single cell appears to be socially more 
equilibrateJ than that of individuals living together. 

.In a community actions are unified by the existence of a com
mon aim. The mysterious command which nature gives to living 
matter is that the existence of the whole must be maintained and 
if necessary be defended at any cost. Furthermore, nature en
deavours to effect this with as little friction as possible. The 
special whims, the laziness and the lust of the single cells seem to 
be extinct in an organism when the functioning of the whole or of 
an important part of it is in danger. The immense regenerative 
power of the body manifested often without much intervention of 
the controlling mind can be explained in this way only. 

Cells follow (there is no doubt about this) their own innate 
volition. They take, so to speak, personal decisions; we know that 
the controlling mind can influence them in some details of their 
functions. Yet the best intention and the occasional help given to 
them play a relatively small role in their decisions. fn healing pro
cesses, for instance, we can tune them by drugs or eliminate them 
by operations, but the essential work must be done by the cells 
themselves. The Doing of single cell-groups and, therefore, also 
the radius of the will power of the individual cell is restricted to 
special tasks. but within the special field of their activities, they 
seem to function freely. When in the end they lose their courage 
and initiative. they are replaced by other cells and retire for a rest 
by means of which they are regenerated and reinvigorated. They 
are faithfully helped in this restoration by other cell-groups. 

It is in these regenerative processes that the volition or the cen
tral consciousness of the controlling mind can best intervene. Not 
only when he receives the S.O.S. signal of some exhausted cells or 
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cell groups, but already before this happens. he can do much to 
prevent damage. The central _co1!trol can insert in the 

_
time-tab_leof external striving some rhythmical pauses. He can mdulge

_ 
111 

recreative forms of activity which assist the reposing and heal�ng 
processes. The controlling mind becomes herewith something like 
a master of ceremonies of the cell-state. He will best perform the 
duties of this office in following nature, which provides, besides the 
recurring and alternating states of waking

_ 
and s17eping. a g�e�t

many rhythmical recurrences in the unfolding of hfe. To pnm1-
tive man none of these rhythms seems to be as important as the 
alternating urge of Doing and Dancing. 

Animals and savages are instinctively aware of the importance of 
this basic rhythmical necessity; so are children. But man with a 
highly civilised mind. as he refers to himself, very often ne?lec_tshis duty as a master of ceremonies because he finds no meanmg •_nand has no deeper knowledge of Dancing. Nor does he appreci
ate the importance of the other arts, which derive from the funda
mental need of recovery. Sometimes he feels vaguely that the cells 
of his body ask for a sympathetic interplay and understanding be
tween themselves and the artificially isolated majesty of his control 
power. but he lacks the modesty, love and vivid hilarity of t�e 
simple cell. He indulges in a proud and resentful hatred of ht!> 
body and thus he also hates Dancing. When the connection be
tween the mind and the cell-state of which he is a member is in
terrupted, the mind can no longer feel what is happeni�g 

_
in the 

community tutored by him. ln listening more carefully ms1de he 
would find that in Dancing as in Doing there exists a formidable 
order and common code of laws without which life becomes mean
ingless. if not evil. The mind could detect that these laws �re 
given by nature and that he as controller-servant can do nothmg 
but recognise and cultivate the pre-established harmony. He w

_
o�ld 

see that the co-existence and co-relationship of the mind, stnvmg 
after consciousness, and the basic urge of nature. creating the 
tangible existence of the body. cannot be severed without an-
nihilating both life and awareness. . . 

Coinciding with the first appearance of the first hvmg mould o_n
earth is the urge to maintain the connecting flow between the �am
festations of life and their natural lawfulness by means of contmual 
exercise. Jn our movements, in all Doing and Dancing. we become 
aware of a vital and real form. of streaming forces manifesting 
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themselves in the functioning of the cell-state. This awareness 
differs from the abstractions which· the intellect makes in analysing 
them. The logical. ethical and aesthetic principles. which the mind 
receives from the feeling of unity and strength of Doing and I?anc
ing. are of secondary and ancillary value only. The real experience 
is gained in its purest form and to its highest degree in the acts of 
Doing and Dancing. We are not capable of observing the bravery 
of our cells and their tendencies towards harmony in the same 
scientific manner as we do with happenings of our surroundings. 
But we can feel the stream and the might of noble intentions in the 
beneficent agitations of our muscles, in all kind of work. and in 
the joy of Dancing. 

We do not know how far savages, and children in their first in
nocence are fully conscious of the inner urge to move in harmony 
with the source of life and actually with the whole of the universe. 
We know only that at certain stages of consciousness and civilisa
tion, Doing and especially Dancing lose their significance as ex
pression of an inner need, and become the slaves of more super
ficial considerations and desires. One of the signs of such 
degeneration is that man, in forgetting the primordial importance 
and initial strength of his personality, starts to neglect the natural 
laws of real and complex Doing in his work. This fact can only 
be explained as a misinterpretation of natural laws through the 
pertness of our intellect. Forgetting the real role of the intellect 
which consists of helping personal and collective existence. man 
tries to replace the wisdom of the integral cell-state by mental 
knowledge. Instead of co-ordinating the manifestations of his in
intellect with the Dance of the whole organism, the average adult 
becomes in such epochs of degeneration more and more sceptical 
about the natural dignity of life. He is unable to learn from the 
simple cells constituting his living body, because his first innocence 
is lost. This is the beginning of a most dramatic struggle between 
body and mind, which assumes sometimes the terrible form of in
soluble conflicts. 

Tn a state of recovered innocence our mind will obviously be 
compelled to rediscover Dancing and its intimate connection with 
natural Doings; but, before this stage is reached, there is a long 
way to go. leading through a dreadful desert of dancelessness. 

There will be no familiar symbols of man's inner life in this 
desert. Objects and living creatures. mountains and forests with 
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the birds sitting on the branches of the trees and flying through the
clouds will have lost their meaning. There will finally be no pas
sion, no love, no hatred, no sin. no virtue. The controller mjnd
which emigrates into this solitude will be bored by the matter-of
factness e,f all things and happenings and so also b,y the functions
of hls cell-state. He will find there one thing only. one state of
affairs, which he calls motion. the well-ordered circulation cf par
ticles. The gay Dance of animals and children will give way to an
abstract and icy Doing of infinitesimal sparks within nothingness.
This Doing remains to a certain extent a Dancing. as through it and
from it sprout glimpses of an illusionary picture of the world, a
caricature of that which our senses cherish. The picture of the
world which the child and the savage take for granted reveals it
self to the solitary mind now as a hallucination. This is the loss
of the fint innocence.

To begin with the cells: the intellect declares that these common
building stones of plants and arumals are nothing else than a
congregation of atoms. Atoms of living matter, constituting the
cells, do not differ essentially from the atoms of inanimate matter.
The only difference is that in living compounds the atoms of one
element, carbon, play a prominent role. The atoms build up ele
ments which compound into various groupings constituting the
different kinds of matter. Atoms consist of different numbers of
little sparks. called electrons. which circulate around a central
spark like planets around the sun. This is the only reality of exist
ence, the ordered circulation of tiny sparks: the rest is illusion. Be
tween the circulating sparks is nothing: empty space. Empty space
prevails to such a degree, that all the small sparks constituting the
matter of an adult human body, if piled up on each other. would
occupy no more space than would a grain of corn. All the rest is
nothing. In the living matter of the size of a grain of corn the greatest
part would consist of kinds of electro-magnetic sparks which con
stitute the atoms of inorganic matter and only the minutest part of
the grain of corn, much smaller than the head of a pin, represents
living matter. and nobody will ever know what this living matter
really is.

If we accept these ideas we can only hope that the homeopathic
dose of living matter has the power. whatever it may be, to conjure
up all the multiple effects of our individual and social behaviour
and creativeness. and with this hope we are out of the dreadful
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desert of dancelessness. The size and shape of the living substance
does not really matter. What matters is that this big or tiny some
thing suff�rs and enjoys, hates and loves, that it builds up and
destroys hves, cathedrals, cities and civilisations. Whether pro
ject� into the em�ty space around us or not, between the sparks
of hfe unfold creations of man like a multi-coloured mist or smoke
patterned in this spatial notrungness by the dance of life. The shapes
�f the dances may be pure goemetrical designs, but our imagina
tion surrounds the objects and persons with those cherished con
tours which have always been familiar to us and which we hope
will always remain so.

Some of the electronic dances are more lively than others and
have surprising effects. Such is the dance in carbon the element
which forms a prominent part of living matter. 1n thi� element six
electrons dance round an infinitely small central sun. This cotillion
of six unjts seems to stir up the other elements with which it is
mixed, so that the whole compound becomes less lazy, less stable.
a?d more able lo vary its reciprocal positions and connections. All
kinds of cotillions take place in the matter of each single cell: the
sparks dance duels. trios, quintets. etc. and they even perform
huge ballets in groups of almost a hundred electrons. Jn a living
body the carbonic cotillions of six electrons farandole through all
the groups of cells and elec_trify them so that their living architec
ture begins finally to move itself. In a mysterious way the home of
a personal volition is born. 

The cells of the higher animals and therefore of man differ not
so much in their external constitution as in their volition; that
means they differ in their aims and in their activities which enable
them to fulfil the various necessit!es of the bodies of which they are
parts. Perhaps 11 should be possible for every form of volition and
every idea and emotion to be expressed in some special pattern of
dance movement. If so. we have a simple explanation of the use
of gestures. <?estures . wo�ld . th_en be nothing but moving arab
esques drawn in the air, s1g111fying and realising intentions voli
t!ons and. feelings. Ac!ua _lly in _ his gestures man changes th� posi
tions of his body and his limbs m space exactly as in a stylised wav
the electrons. atoms and molecules of matter do. So also do th�
stars. c�n_1ets. s�ns, n�bulre �nd systems of milky ways. The
whole v1s1ble umverse 1s motion. the never-ceasing transience of
which contradicts all static reality.
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l t  is clear that when investigating dance we must be keenly in
terested in the alarming new picture of the world which science 
gives us. We can, perhaps, assume that human beings when danc
ing have always had an intuitive notion of this dynamic structure 
of material existence discovered by science today. For the aston
ishing similarity between this vision of existence and the actual 
spatial feeling of a dancer is undeniable. Primitive man and a 
great many of our dancers and dancing children are obviously con�
pelled by their inner urge to reproduce or to mirror with their 
limbs the celestial-electronic play which takes place continuously 
in the matter of their bodies. 

Today we are able to observe a great deal of the unconscious 
tendencies and urges in nature and also in Living beings, including 
ourselves. We can compare the trace-forms of individual move
ments with the trace-forms of electronic tracks, and find an in
teresting relationship between them. If we investigate the emotional 
and the volitional content of gestures we arrive at an entirely new 
angle for an approach to the mystery of Doing and Dancing. On 
the way to this very remote goal we must content ourselves for the 
time being with the clearing up of our conceptions of space, time 
and energy. We must try to turn to practical use the relics and 
ruins of the traditional view of the world. Jn reducing matter to a 
play of radiating and circulating sparks. science has, of course, 
abolished a great many illusions; but at the same time a door has 
opened for a new and simplified view of the universe. Hence it 
now becomes possible to understand with our intellect that old 
prophetic dream of mankind. the unity of mind and body. As both 
are one and the same motion with only slight variations we can draw 
a parallel between this universal happening and Dance. The hostile 
dualism of matter and mind can no more be taken for granted and 
the study of the awareness of unity in Dance gains a hitherto un
suspected reality. A great advantage is that when we rid ourselves 
of the mistaken attitude of dualism. we are apt to lose our haughty 
pre-occupation with the supremacy of the mind. We can finally 
restore to the mind those attributes which it possessed in its first 
innocence. The intellect from now on will be more easily inclined 
to call up and serve the hidden aspirations of that part of our 
structure which it has been inclined to despise and suppress. Once 
acknowledging the value and the dignity of its sisters. the heart and 
the blood. the intellect itself will be able to approach the deeper 
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layers of the mystery which is so obviously cared for in primitive 
beings and in their Doing and Dancing. It will be revealed to our 
reason that the tendency towards realising the lawful power of 
nature is clearly pre-established in all the Doings of living beings. 
We shall understand that the listening inside to the life of the ceU
state, or perhaps to the dance of the electrons within the cells, can 
make us aware of the difference between harmonious and in
harmonious conditions in our behaviour. 

Any animal instinctively tries to remedy inharmonious states of 
the body-mind. There are two ways in which it may endeavour to 
do this. One way leads to rest or relaxation, and the other way 
leads to a special kind of effort resulting in motor agitation. Re
curring regularly in life is the search for food and sleep. But there 
exists still another part of the rhythm of life: play. If reason is 
understood only as food-gathering and sheltering, play lacks this 
reason or aim. ln re-installing the function of play we need not 
deny that the animal is structurally. perhaps. nothing else than a 
compound of dancing electrons. We can even see in its individual 
play an exact counterpart of the play of electrons spread through
out the whole universe. 

No animal exists which has no knowledge of and does not make 
use of some kind of play profitable for both body and mind. We 
call this play Dancing when it takes certain rhythmical forms in 
organised body movement. Most of the higher animals (fishes. 
birds and mammals) dance. Insects and reptiles dance also. Few 
dances are so graceful as those of salamanders and lizards. Apes 
dance alone or in groups. Single movements are repeated, as if 
the creature would like to impregnate its whole being with the 
beneficial rhythms and wonderful trace-forms which emerge from 
the depths of its urge to play. 

Sometimes the animals dance for themselves. at other times for 
spectators. but the urge to perform the dances seems to be more 
frequent than the need to see or to show them. This is not to be 
wondered at, for such a play helps in the first instance the connec
tion of the individual with the source of life, and it is only in the 
second place a language by means of which individuals can com
municate with each other. Such a play for play's sake may well 
be called "re-creation," a word with a serious meaning. To "re
create" is to create something afresh, something which has been 
lost or weakened. However, it is not a "re-creation" of the body 
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and its tissues, a kind of pulling an engine into gear, but a re
establishment of lost and weakened relations and connections with 
the source of life. 

When the intellect begins to understand how important Dancing 
is and why it is beloved by all living beings, it is to be hoped that 
man will find it worth while to look upon Dance with an increased 
sympathy. Man must be made conscientious enough to occupy 

himself with that means of recovery which is so cherished by living 
beings: with dancing. 

Science avers that beside the enormous number of the most 
complicated regular tracts which the electrons follow in the "noth
ing," there exist some which are completely independent from any 
imaginable physical law. Electrons sometimes behave as though 
they make a purely personal decision as if they possess an imagina
tion and a will-power of their own. This freedom permits them to 
follow their selected paths against all the laws of nature established 
by science. There are only two solutions to this riddle which 
physicists can admit; either there are some natural Jaws of a com
pletely new kind hitherto unknown, or there exists (as humbler 
scientists are inclined to think) some designing and controlling 
power behind, above or within the universe which is able and wil
ling to perform such extravagances for the sake of unfathomable 
purposes. 

Such a purpose can be seen. for instance, in the transformation of 
elements into one another; an old dream of the medieval alchemists 
famous for their endeavour to make gold out of lead or other base 
material. We know today that the transformation of elements, 
even if not of the gold-making kind, is certainly a matter for 
discussion in connection with the splitting of the atom and the in
crease or decrease of the number of electrons dancing around a 
nucleus. Jn the case of an increase in the numbers of electrons in 
an atom it is as if a new dancer jumps arbitrarily into the well
established round of a group: in disturbing its order and some
times dispersing the old group, he brings about a new grouping. A 
changed and entirely new series of movements might result from 
this accident. In physics a new element is born. Connected with 
these extraordinary processes are the vagabond paths which the 
moving particles or sparks sometimes describe. As stars in the 
sky sometimes leave their prescribed orbits and rush on to un
expected goals through the nothing. so do electrons. These changes 
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produce new formations, new planetary constellations or in the case 
of electrons they form new kinds of atoms. Seeing this, man began 
to think about the essential nature of the fundamental urge which 
causes these surprising irregularities observed by science. What 
seems to us here especially interesting is that the breaking away 
from a prescribed path can be regarded as a manifestation of free
dom. Empty space is thus. one might say, full of a multitude of 
latent free paths which are waiting to be singled out as the building
stones of new situations. 

This freedom is exactly what man feels when he chooses the 
paths and the rhythms for his movements in Doing and Dancing. 
He feels around him an enormous network of related tracks, from 
which he can choose those which he likes, those which seem to be 
adequate to his present purposes in Doing or which correspond to 
the expression of his inner agitation in Dancing. Not only is there 
a similarity between the intricate network of the paths of electrons 
and that of bodily movements, but also there is the same freedom 
of choice in the free use of unlimited tracks in a borderless space. 
No wonder that the converted intellect feels justified in assuming 
that all the observed happenings in physics and dancing, in cell life 
and thinking, are transitory stations on a mighty drive towards an 
ever-increasing freedom of movement and action. 



Excerpts from a11 unfinished article 011 

THE EDUCATIOJ\"AL AND THERAPEUTIC 

\- LCE OF DA�CE 

Let me say this at the very outset. Dance in itself, especially as 
it is traditionally understood in our time, has no intrinsic educa
tional or remedial purpose. Dance is an art form which can be 
appreciated and enjoyed either as a spectacle if performed by a 
professional dancer. or as a recreational activity if performed by a 
layman. Why its beauty and significance are appreciated and en
joyed is a question, the answer to which (if ever given) will rarely 
include the mention of educational or remedial purposes. The 
possibility of teaching dancing. or the applied history of dance in 
schools, is desirable. As one of the subjects of education it can be 
compared with the teaching of other art subj.!cts such as music. 
painting. design and modelling. Such teaching will enlarge the 
horizon of the pupil and will perhaps enable him to admire dances 
with more understanding. The adult, having enjoyed art educa
tion and thus also dance education in his school days, will be better 
prepared to use one or several of the arts for his recreational pur
poses with some taste and discrimination. The fact that dance is 
probably the primary art of man or even of all living beings, might 
give it a certain importance and preponderance over the other arts. 
On the other hand. the often proffered opinion that dance is the 
only art in which the human being is involved as a whole seems to 
me to be based on a misapprehension. The fact that in dancing 
the whole body frequently performs large and largely visible move
ment does not indicate at all that the whole person is involved. l 
have seen all too many dancers who throw themselves into the air 
without any sign of inner participation. On the contrary, such 
large movements are frequently very externalised. comparable to 
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hollow shells in which not the slightest indication of real life or of 
an integration of body and mind could be discovered. 

Yet there exists a part of dance. and indeed of any artistic ex
pression which. if purposefully applied, can have an eminent �duca
tional and remedial vaJue. It will be rightly expected that th1s part 
of the dance consists of nothing else than visible movement, the 
quintessence of dance. The trouble is only that though it is very 
highly valued and appreciated (even in the monetary sense) it is 
very difficult to catch its real nature. What is the fascinating some
thing which distinguishes the dances of a Pavlova from those of 
the members of her company? Why are dancers or artists of the 
stage or screen of equal or similar fame to Anna Pavlova so deliri
ously admired and highly remunerated? ls it their outstandi�g
technical perfection? No. There exist many acrobats and acrobatic 
dancers who have a much more highly-developed bodily technique 
than those idols of the public and of theatrical managers. If you 
observe the Pavlovas objectively you will discover that they have a 
bodily mastery just above average which is often quite lopsided and 
conventional. Yet, they have this apparently indescribable some
thing. The question arises: is it really indescribable? And the other 
question: is it a gift of nature. which cannot be acquired. regulated. 
increased and mastered? 

We find this curious part or feature of movement in ordinary 
life even more frequently than in the art of dancing. Some people 
move with a very similar if not identical and equally indescribable 
charm to that of the great artist dancers. When speaking of move
ment we include, of course. its sources, the inner impulses and 
efforts which become visible in them. Ordinary people do not 
apply their "charming" behaviour to any acknowledged or un
acknowledged stage technique. They would never dream of danc
ing in a ballet nor of dancing at all in the sense in which this word 
is generally used today. And still. r am sure. they are quite con
scious of and probably cherish and love their style of movement. 
They even cultivate it. Now. if this is not the quintessence of 
dance, I do not know what it could otherwise be. Everybody who 
dances strives after the perfection of this something. This striving 
might be subconsciously and clumsily attempted. The dancer 
might be trapped in that kind of external skilfulness which seems 
to be indispensable for a theatrical career. but his guiding star is 
the charm of movement. 
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If one would call the humble striving after this radiant quality 
dancing, I would have to reverse my initial statement. l should 
have to affirm that dance has the most eminent educational and 
remedial purpose. 

1n remote epochs of the history of mankind, dance was once con
sidered as a magic art. This was because of its inexplicable in
fluence, both bodily and mentally, on adolescent development and 
on account of its mysterious effects in healing certain illnesses. 
Present day educationalists, addicted to fashionable intelligence 
tests, and doctors who believe passionately in drugs, might ridicule 
and despise the magic dances which are still to this day connected 
with the education and medicine of the so-called primitive tribes. 
And yet the strange power of dance survives all kinds of super
stitions, no matter whether they are of magic or intellectual origin. 

The re-discovery of dance as a means of education and thera
peutic treatment in our time originated undoubtedly from the 
aesthetic pleasure experienced by some teachers, doctors and in
dustrial welfare workers when watching performances of modern 
stage dance. They came to us, the modern dancers, at first 
sparsely, one by one, but later in increasing numbers, to ask 
"Couldn't you do this kind of thing with our children, our patients, 
our workmen?" So we did it, and with quite unexpected results. 
Not only did the children, patients and workmen enjoy themselves. 
but some of them seemed to be changed in an inexplicable manner. 
The headmistress of a school in which such dances had been 
arranged was surprised that a child, considered to be "dull and 
backward", suddenly became lively and interested even in intel
lectual studies. His sudden progress in such subjects as reading, 
writing and mathematics. where previously he had appeared hope
less, was astonishing. 

Another remarkable fact was the improvement in the community 
spirit of whole classes. Cliques and solitary individuals who had 
hitherto been competing and quarrelling tiresomely, became 
friendly and social. 

A further surprising effect was that the health of some of the 
children improved. Weaklings who had always had a horror of 
gymnastic exercise, and with whom drugs and other treatments had 
proved entirely ineffective, became stronger and more vital. 
Nervous children became less frightened. quieter and more open to 
advice and correction. 
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Now. this might seem to be magic so long as it cannot be ex
plained and it took us a considerable time to investigate the 
rational background of such effects. But, note well, this charm 
works best without the slightest addition of traditional dance tech
niques. We have observed that an old working woman, twisted by 
rheumatism, can have it as well as a beautiful girl; while the latter 
has it perhaps less frequently than the burdened factory hand. A 

man can have it as well as a woman, no matter whether he is an 
old man or a young man. Again, it might perhaps be found in 
men more frequently than in women. Another point is that this 
feature of movement has proved to be an art, because it can be 
acquired, developed, regulated and mastered. The question is only 
how, and this is a question deeply concerned with problems which 
are also those of education and recovery. Education and remedial 
measures have a great number of common aspects. Individuals 
who, for some reason, lack some inner or external qualities which 
they need in their struggle for life, have to be provided with certain 
powers and functions. It is relatively irrelevant that education 
develops qualities while remedial measures mostly re-awaken lost 
qualities. 
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(Basic actions. basic shapes. basic meanings of dance movemenl) 

When we speak of the meaning of dance-movements, we do not 
suppose or intend to explain single dance-movements or dances by 
words. Many dance-movements have names taken from the tech
nical terms of dance-teaching and others are referred to, for in
stance, as steps of special national dances, folk dances and so forth. 
Generally speaking, the understanding of the meaning of dance
movements lies in the awareness of the norm in which move
ment elements are compounded together in a particular dance
movement. 

The main source of this awareness is the experience one gets in 
the performance of the movements. This experience is something 
which we can know and memorise. even without being able to giv; 
to each detail of it a separate name. 

If knowledge is acquired in getting the feel of the movement. the 
memorising is achieved through repeated performance. Y �t to 
lea�n a dan�e step mechanically does not lead to the understanding 
of its meanmg. Something additional is needed which can best be 
described as the awareness of the vital flow-term of degree of 
confluency-of the movement. This awareness of the flow can be 
�onveyed_ b� a_ teacher. It can also be acquired through observa
tion and 1m1tat1on of dancers who master the meaning of the move
ment perfectly. The analysis of the constituent parts of the move
ment, or at least of those parts which are not immediately under
stood, can be helpful to get the experience of the meaning. 

Verbal explanation and study of the source and purpose of a 
movem�nt might be considered as a further way of perfecting the 
conception of the meaning of it. 

In this respect, it must be realised that it is of little help to say 
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that such and such a movement is the expression of such and such 
feeling, emotion. passion or other inner activity of the dancer. 
Dances and dance-movement are much more linked with charac
teristic traits of personality than with feeling. National dances, for 
instance, can be of fierce, languid, fiery, proud, voluptuous, gay. 
melancholy, or such-like character without showing that which we 
generally call feeling or emotion. National dances have gained 
their definite shapes and rhythms because a particular configura
tion of movement elements seemed to correspond through a long 
tradition to the ideal character of the race in which they originated. 
Selection and filtering of movement took place which divested 
formerly real actions of all their concrete usefulness until a true 
symbolic action resulted. The final form has acquired a definite 
and new meaning, because we recognise it as a peculiar form of 
dance-movement cultivated by such and such a nation. Jf we say 
that this dance form is fierce, proud or melancholy, we do not only 
draw conclusions from otherwise observed qualities of the people 
of the country, but we see also in the peculiar combination of 
movement elements including rhythm, something which would be 
apt to awaken in ourselves a tension understood as being charac
teristic of a "fierce," "proud," "melancholy" or other personality. 

Dance-movement goes, however. much further than words; this 
can be seen when we apply rather helplessly the word "fierce" for 
half a dozen or more dances of different nations. Each of these 
dances might have a quite independent form and shade of character 
of which fierceness or another trait of personality is perhaps the 
most striking general feature. Certain characteristics are often 
blended with others as. for instance, fierce and languid, fierce and 
fiery, etc. These mixtures defy any verbal description; the visible 
and tangible features of the movements are, however, most clearly 
distinguishable and make an impression and give a feeling of inner 
experience. 

National dances offer comparisons between our experience and 
all that history, ethnography, anthropology and psychology tell us 
about the race or nation in question. 

It is more difficult to discern individual dance-inventions which 
can be seen on the stage or with people improvising dances. The 
knowledge of the principal differences of dance-form combinations 
in national dances might offer a key in revealing some basic traits 
of confluency. Few people, even dancers and dance teachers, are, 
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however, sufficiently versed in this matter to be able to make 
practical use of their knowledge in the deciphering of meanings of 
dance-movements. Other ways must be found and can be found 
in the exact observation of dance-movements of whatever origin. 

Modern dance, with its reference to actions, moods and shapes. 
elicited from the movement elements seen in work, games, sports 
and also in historic dances, offers a basic way. 

It becomes, then, possible to seize the different meanings of 
different movement-combinations and to understand them even in
tellectually. The comprehension can be eased if the various con
figurations of movement elements are recorded in an appropriate 
notation. No further reference to verbal description of doubtful 
and insufficient word-substitutes from the terminology of psy
chology is then needed. Dance-movements will be recognised as 
entities of their own, while analogies or similarities with national or 
historical movement characteristics might still play a secondary 
role in their registration. 

The study of the meaning of word-language and of music is a 
natural consequence only of the fact that all these norms belong to 
one and the same mind-man's mind-even if they also refer to 
different aspects of it. 

If a word should be sought to denote the logic or harmony of 
movement it might be the term "confluence", because it is the 
peculiar form of the flowing together of several movement con
stituents, which gives character to any meaningful dance-move
ment. 

Dance-movement for practical dance purposes, in education, 
training and performance, can find its material in an ordered 
description of configurative norms, which all really meaningful 
movements follow. 

A certain sin1ilarity between the configurative norms of dance 
and the norms of harmony and rhythm in music exists, as well as 
a similarity between dance and the logical norms of thinking and 
speaking. Dance-logic or dance harmony is. however. a quite in
dependent field of research and practice. 
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DANCE AND 'Y:VIBOL 

Dance is an indulging in purely expressive acts. 
The process of symbolisation is very active in dance. 
Jf reminiscent of what has caused a great excitement, dances 

tend to become pantomime. 
If striving to hold the mind to a celebrated event dances become 

ritualised. 
Conventional modes of dancing appropriate to certain occasions 

are intimately associated with that kind of occasion. They uphold 
and embody the concept of the occasion and symbolic gestures 
emerge (e.g. death dances: triumph dances; harvest dances). 

Prancing and Dancing 
Dances demonstrate rather than relieve feelings. Collective 

prancing of primitives becomes dance when the relieved individuals 
fall into step and join a common pattern. 

The need to demonstrate (symbolise) differs greatly from the 
need of relief in body activity. 

Dances are performed without inner momentary compulsion; 
they are not self-expressive (like prancing). Dances are expressive 
in the logical sense. Dances are not signs of emotion, but symbols. 

Jn denoting a feeling and bringing it to mind (even if only to the 
dancer himself) the dance action becomes a gesture. Gestures are 
abortive imitations of acts, showing only their significant features. 
As expressive forms they are true symbols. Their aspect can be
come fixed and they can be deliberately used to communicate an 
idea of the feelings that begot their prototypes. Because they are 
deliberate gestures. not emotional acts. they are no longer subject to 
spontaneous variations. Dance gestures can become bound to an 
often meticulously exact repetition, which gradually makes their 
forms as familiar as words or tunes. 
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Magic and Dance 
Dances give the individual a definite orientation amid the terri

fying forces of nature and society. In expressing, preserving and 
reiterating this orientation, dance can indeed be more spontane
ously interesting and more serious than work. 

The effort of primitive man to induce rain by dancing is not a 
practical mistake at all. These dances are rites in which the rain 
has a part. Man dances with rain, he invites the elements to do 
their part, as they are thought to be somewhere about and merely 
unresponsive. If the magic effect fails to complete the rite. nobody 
is astonished and nobody is discouraged. Lf heaven and earth do 
not answer. the rite is simply unconsummated: it was not. there
fore, a mistake. 

The real import of the dance is to articulate a relationship be
tween man and nature. The metaphorical guise of a physical 
power to induce the rain has symbolic action value only. Ritual 
dance is as far removed from self-expressive bouncing as fairy 
tales from mere wishful imagination-for instance in dreams. 

Insight into the nature of dance is not immediately applicable to 
the other arts, not even to its sister art. music. with which dance is 
so often and intimately connected. 

The psychical distance produced through the transition from self
expressive prancing to symbolic dance-gesture is different in kind 
as far as dance and music are concerned. 

Sound is the easiest medium to use in a purely artistic and sym
bolic way; music does not tempt so strongly to lose psychical dis
tance, so as to be confused with pure emotional wailing. 

Jn dance, real action, self-expression and symbolic action are a 
much more dangerously connected triad. There is probably a more 
direct projection of feelings into dance gestures than into music. 
Every feeling contributes, in effect, certain special gestures. which 
reveal to us, bit by bit, the essential characteristic of life: move
ment. All living creatures are constantly consummating their own 
internal rhythms. 

These rhythms are the prototypes of musical structure. The pro
jection of them from the basic domain of dance to another, the 
domain of music, gives to music already a greater psychical distance 
from the self-expressive act of wailing. Common are. of course. 
the dynamics of crescendo and diminuendo. accelerando and ritard
ando, which expressions are also very useful to describe the forms 
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of mental life. Hesitation and lack of inner determination become 
visible or audible by a ritardando of movement or sound. 

Dynamics in movement lead also to differentiation in space, and 
not only as narrow and wide movement, but also in distances of 
greater or lesser degrees of harmony or kinship in sounds as well 
as in shapes of movement. The kinship of shapes of movement is 
a hitherto insufficiently-observed domain. The satisfaction in the 
connection of well-related movements and the dissatisfaction in the 
connection of less-related niovements has a parallel in the satis
faction or dissatisfaction of performing the movement shape with 
certain limbs or parts of the body. The structural harmony of the 
body and of the shapes produced in its movements have thus not 
only a similarity but a correspondence to the logic of dynamics in 
music and is the expression of corresponding norms ruling the 
forms of changes and sequences of mental life. 

The formal analogy between the language of musical dynamics 
and psychological expressions seems to have its prototype in the 
movements of dance. 

Probably song of some kind as well as drummed dance-rhythm 
is older than any musical interest. For the rhythmicisation of work 
and ritual organised sounds might have been quite early in use. 

Animals dance generally without sound incitement or rhythmic
isation. Few primitive tribes dance without sound accompani
ment. Self-expressive prancing and bouncing are often accompanied 
by shouts and cries. Dance can, however. deploy its rhythm also 
in complete silence. 

As ritual dancing disappeared and religion became more and 
more bound to verbal expression, to prayer and liturgy, occupa
tional and secular festive music became wedded to dance forms. 
and sacred music to the chant. 

For a long time music was dependent on these two parents, dance 
and verse, but dance is far older than these two parent arts. 
Verse uses sounds and in early verse the sound part was probably 
more important than logical sense. Dance was surely developed 
10 very definite rhythmical forms long before word sounds were 
sung to its accompaniment. 

Dance seemed lo be the excuse for endless sequences of silly 
words or simple bagpipe tunes. which latter were never performed 
alone. Today the roles are reversed, music and words are the ex
cuse for dances and expressive gestures. 
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Later, i.e. near to our time, musical works called, for example. 
minuets and waltzes, "represent" dances very much as pictures 
represent objects. The only difference is that musical works are 
more abstract in this reincarnating process. We can take the music 
and forget the dance far more easily than we can take the painting 
and forget what it portrays. 

For such musical works the dance is only the framework: the 
musical content interests us directly without knowing the "steps" 
or the dance content from which the tune and its rhythm took the 
inspiration. 

Music dispenses easily with its models; this refers also to the 
words of verses which have served to frame a tune. Music can be 
performed and enjoyed alone, while the text alone, for instance. of 
an opera, is entirely unpalatable. 

Our physical orientation in the world, our intuitive awareness of 
mass motion (Weight, Space, Time and Flow), restraint and 
autonomy, and all characteristic feeling that goes with it, are prob
ably the pre-eminent subject-matter of the dance. Dance is in this 
respect most akin to the static art of sculpture. 

Poetry and music, as well as painting, are formulated in very 
different terms. 

The subject-matter of dance lies within the verbally almost in
accessible field of vital experience and qualitative thought. The 
comprehension of an unspoken idea is only possible through a 
symbol. the articulated movement, which holds the idea. The in
sight gained gradually, more or less clearly, might perhaps never 
appear in logical completeness. The structure of intellect and feel
ing, which we call personatity, is, however, intensely enriched by 
the experience of creating and performing articulate gestures and 
movements. 

A life that does not incorporate some degree of dance has no 
mental anchorage. The structure of personality floats unbound in 
either the realm of feeling or the realm of intellect. 

The loss of the capacity to dance can become a most serious 
constraint on humanity's advance. Man cannot outgrow dancing. 
as he has doubtless outgrown the first manifestations of symbolic 
thought of rituals, myths, fairy tales and superstitions in which 
dancing has played such a great role. 

The loss of the capacity to dance must be counteracted by a new 
understanding of its content and by applications of its power to 
contemporary situations and circumstances. 

THE AE THETIC APPROACH TO THE 

ART OF DAXCIXG 

Translated from the German by LENI HEATON.) 

Dance takes its place alongside the two other dynamic arts. 
poetry and music, with a particular significance, based mainly upon 
the universality of its means of expression. The constant visible 
and tangible stir in the universe, the rhythmical power of which 
could be looked upon as the power of destiny of all existence, is 
mirrored in the movements of a single creature. and that is dance. 
No other art can be explained with such simplicity. There are, of 
course, also tensions and influences of the sphere and their radia
tions which form actions and relationships in our world of 
thoughts. The means of expression of music and poetry also be
longs to the world of movement; but only in dance is the inner and 
outer mobility fused into one all-embracing elan. 

The mighty rhythm of nature around us and the humble dance 
of the individual creature are closely linked by the same rule, the 
same fundamental form and effect. ln the growth of crystals 
(and what is not crystal?); in the life of plants and animals; in the 
characteristics of whole nations and races; in the weave of bound
less existence which we call the cosmos, no other driving power 
can be recognised but the one that also creates the dance. There 
are no other ways but those which are outlined in the paths and 
tracks of the dancing body. The infinitude of these ever-re
creating forces and shapes is immeasurable and inconceivable. 

How can one approach in an aesthetic and scientific manner an 
art which employs such manifold means of expression; an art 
whose aim it is to serve joy in its purest sense. the joy of dancing: 
an art which does not even need a critical audience? 

The dancer dances for himself, sometimes with others. very 
rarely for others. The latter is the professional dancer. Here. 
perhaps. one may be able to discern dance. But who invented the 
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Later, i.e. near to our time, musical works called, for example, 
minuets and waltzes, "represent" dances very much as pictures 
represent objects. The only difference is that musical works are 
more abstract in this reincarnating process. We can take the music 
and forget the dance far more easily than we can take the painting 
and forget what it portrays. 

For such musical works the dance is only the framework: the 
musical content interests us directly without knowing the "steps'· 
or the dance content from which the tune and its rhythm took the 
inspiration. 

Music dispenses easily with its models; this refers also to the 
words of verses which have served to frame a tune. Music can be 
performed and enjoyed alone, while the text alone, for instance, of 
an opera, is entirely unpalatable. 

Our physical orientation in the world. our intuitive awareness of 
mass motion (Weight, Space, Time and Flow), restraint and 
autonomy, and all characteristic feeling that goes with it, are prob
ably the pre-eminent subject-matter of the dance. Dance is in this 
respect most akin to the static art of sculpture. 

Poetry and music, as well as painting, are formulated in very 
different terms. 

The subject-matter of dance lies within the verbally almost in
accessible field of vital experience and qualitative thought. The 
comprehension of an unspoken idea is only possible through a 
symbol. the articulated movement, which holds the idea. The in
sight gained graduafly, more or less clearly, might perhaps never 
appear in logical completeness. The structure of intellect and feel
ing, which we call personality, is. however, intensely enriched by 
the experience of creating and performing articulate gestures and 
movements. 

A life that does not incorporate some degree of dance has no 
mental anchorage. The structure of personality floats unbound in 
either the realm of feeling or the realm of intellect. 

The loss of the capacity to dance can become a most serious 
constraint on humanity's advance. Man cannot outgrow dancing. 
as he has doubtless outgrown the first manifestations of symbolic 
thought of rituals, myths, fairy tales and superstitions in which 
dancing has played such a great role. 

The loss of the capacity to dance must be counteracted by a new 
understanding of its content and by applications of its power to 
contemporary situations and circumstances. 
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Translated from the German by LENI HEATON.) 

Dance takes its place alongside the two other dynamic arts. 
poetry and music, with a particular significance, based mainly upon 
the universality of its means of expression. The constant visible 
and tangible stir in the universe, the rhythmical power of which 
could be looked upon as the power of destiny of all existence, is 
mirrored in the movements of a single creature, and that is dance. 
No other art can be explained with such simplicity. There are, of 
course, also tensions and influences of the sphere and their radia
tions which form actions and relationships in our world of 
thoughts. The means of expression of music and poetry also be
longs to the world of movement: but only in dance is the inner and 
outer mobility fused into one all-embracing elan. 

The mighty rhythm of nature around us and the humble dance 
of the individual creature are closely linked by the same rule, the 
same fundamental form and effect. In the growth of crystals 
(and what is not crystal?): in the life of plants and animals: in the 
l.:haracteristics of whole nations and races; in the weave of bound
less existence which we call the cosmos, no other driving power 
can be recognised but the one that also creates the dance. There 
are no other ways but those which are outlined in the paths and 
tracks of the dancing body. The infinitude of these ever-re
creating forces and shapes is immeasurable and inconceivable. 

How can one approach in an aesthetic and scientific manner an 
art which employs such manifold means of expression; an art 
whose aim it is to serve joy in its purest sense. the joy of dancing: 
an art which does not even need a critical audience? 

The dancer dances for himself, sometimes with others, very 
rarely for others. The latter is the professional dancer. Here. 
perhaps. one may be able to discern dance. But who invented the 
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dances of the professional? Are there composers or poets we could 
name? No, the dancer dances his dance to music. to a forgotten 
melody of a forgotten musician. 

The movement. however, flows (apparently without rhyme or 
reason) from a very personal feeling for grace and poise. There
'.ore in dance there is . no cle�r differentiation between the produc-
111g and the re-produc111g artist. The dancer dances music. he ac
companies. enlivens, fills the music. The idea for the dance is born 
by music. almost as a by-product of music, which the dancer uses 
and expresses in his particular way. We listen to music. and if and 
when it stimulates us to move, we dance. Or is this perhaps only 
the view of an era in which the idea of dance has almost died out? 
Or does the idea of dance perhaps live only in the tempo of daily 
happenings, in the whole dynamic conception of life in our time. in 
the mechanism of our inventions and not in the dance of our 
bodies? 

An aesthetics of the art of dancing. not content with the 
degenerative level of our arts, will contrive to discover the epochs 
of great dance-composers. dance-choreographers. dance-teachers 
and dancers. lt will want to investigate if relics or seeds of a 
greater dance-perfection still exist. The symbols of movement 
speak a long-forgotten or even unsuspected language which we 
shall have to relearn. It is characteristic of our time that we can 
call the knowledge of the splendid simplicity, in which the radia
tions of strong vitality are manifest, our most precious experience. 
The knowledge of rhythmical happenings, of the harmony of move
ment flow, of the essence of grace, and of body-mind. can be 
developed greatly through research in dance. But the scientific 
representation of these things is still very much in its infancy be
cause the science of dance has had to rely mostly on verbal ex
planations. Some dance-pedagogues and choreographers tried to 
�otate their collected practical experiences but they could not effec
tively spread their findings beyond the innermost circle of pupils
a_nd ex�erts in this field. The chief lack is of general and conclu
sive points of view according to which all known styles of dance 
wuld be incorporated into the great history of the art of dancing. 
Further?1ore, the ideal role which dance and art of dancing have
to play in the development of culture must be clarified in a distinct 
manner. 

The urge to move in three-dimensional space. which finds its ex-
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pression in dance. has been very much suppressed and disregarded 
in our age. The driving impulses which govern the urge to dance 
have fallen into disrepute. Jnstead of recognising their immense 
power and discovering the fundamental laws of inner harmony in 
this all-embracing urge to dance, and utilizing it, people put it aside 
fearfully. like everything else that cannot be measured by the inch 
or subdued by the rules of some constitution. The exact know
ledge of this urge to dance, of the tensions or anticipation and ful
filment of movement which are revealed in the swings and impulses 
of the dancer. is naturally a pre-requisite of any scientific research 
into dance. 

The spiritual participation in dance leads dancer and spectator 
alike into inner concentration. New strength and harmony, which 
we all need so much. flow from this experience. Dancing is a 
fundamental social pursuit, a life-essential factor like waking and 
sleeping. working and struggling. 

An aesthetic cogitation of the various aspects of dance will. 
therefore, have to penetrate into the primary causes of life. rt will 
be expedient to make use of the experiences of dance-training and 
the art of dancing in which age-old knowledge is concealed and 
needs only to be re-awakened. 

The symbols of the various dance-notation systems which 
developed during the course of centuries for different purposes 
contain much wisdom. Nearly all characters or numbers of the 
many cultures are, by the way. movement symbols. Besides the 
clarification which could result from the study of dance traditions. 
I can visualise here an effective medium for the notation of dance
ideas which it would be difficult or even impossible to express in 
words. A significant order of numerous art-psychological and bio
logical conditions and perceptions which other sciences tried to 
effect for a long time. awaits here its natural discovery. 

The tensions of anticipation in stillness and the manifold tensions 
of actions in stir; how anticipation awakens the will to act and the 
will to act leads to new anticipation; how polaric forces separate 
from one another and re-unite: how they find symbol and fulfilment 
in the structure of form: how towering strength builds and destroys 
the moving architecture of a dance-composition: how creativeness. 
which is inherent in all art-activities, serves the experience of eternal 
values in our temporal existence and how this gives strength and 
regeneration: how balance and harmony between the opposing 
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forces of polaric energies lead to inner values; how aptitude and 
grace unite in nobility; how conscience and behaviour merge to
gether; how the mysterious flow of an orphic melody touches and 
uplifts the core of our life; all this is contained in the gliding and 
surging of dance. 

The roads to a new and fascinating knowledge of dance are 
open. 

DANCE AS A DISCIPLI E 

Dance can best be explained by dancing. Seeing dances with a 
mind opened by personal experience in dance and perhaps by 
some knowledge of the problems of dance is the next possibility of 
understanding what dance is and means. To impart knowledge 
about the problem of dance in words. i.e. to treat dance, if not as a 
science, at least as a discipline is a third possibility. This is much 
more difficult to do with dance than with any other human activity. 
This is so because dance-thinking, or the thinking connected with 
movement, is almost diametrically opposed to ordinary thinking, 
thinking connected with words. This is why so little literature 
about dance exists. Furthermore there exists no generally accepted 
grammar of dance which could be the rational basis for the dis
cussion of dance. Some people might assume that it would be a 
pity to rob dance of its spontaneity in establishing a kind of 
grammar of this ephemeral art. 

The sister-art of dance, music, has, however survived the fate of 
having acquired its own rules of grammar. A basis of the examina
tion of the means of expression of music lies in the science of 
acoustics. 

This science tells us that in hitting a drum, striking a string, 
blowing a trumpet or playing on any other instrument, the material 
of which the instrument is made is set into vibrations. The vibra
tions are imparted to the surrounding air and enter our auditory 
organs in the nerves of which they are felt as sounds. The pitch 
of a sound depends upon the number of vibrations during a time
unit. i.e. a second. Higher pitches are felt in connection with 
vibrations which are quicker or more numerous than those of lower 
pitches. All s0unds of music originate thus in some kind of human 
body-movement. But musical sounds or tone-vibrations are (except 
in singing) always elicited from instruments. Dance needs. like 
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singing, no other instrument than the human body. The human 
voice-organs, looked upon as instrument, have a great resemblance 
to a trumpet and their function can, therefore, easily be compared 
with the

_ 
functi�n of other bO?ily i�struments. At the first glance 

no physical basis seems to exist which could help us to investigate
d�nce from � purely scientific 

_
point of _view. l think many people

�tll be surprised that the s�lut1011 of
_ 
this problem is in reality most 

simple_. The human body 1s. as an instrument. nothing else than a
complicated system of cranes and levers of various extensions. The 
science of anatomy has discovered this fact long ago in one of its 
branches. movement-anatomy. All the trials which have been 
made to give to dance a grammar of its own have taken the funda
mental findings of movement-anatomy into consideration. Jn com
paring movement-anatomy with musical acoustics we can easily 
detect some parallels. Acoustics deal with the diversity and the 
properties of audible vibrations in general. and musical acoustics 
especially with the peculiarity of sounds or tones to manifest 
degrees of kinship which we hear and feel as consonances and dis
sonances. Movement-anatomy deals with the diversity and the pro
perties of levering processes as occurring in the human body, and 
a movement-anatomy of dance will be correspondingly interested 
in that kinship of levering processes of the body which play to
gether harmoniously in contrast to those which disagree with each 
other. The gracefulness and clumsiness of combined levering pro
cesses of the body play the same role in dance as harmonious and 
disharmonious tones in music. 

But music is not a chemistry of well-selected acoustic tone
pitches only, nor is dance merely a combination of well-selected 
levering processes of the skeleton. One additional element which 
m�sic_ and da?ce h�ve in common. and which can be at least partly
sc1ent1fically investigated. is rhythm. Rhythm can be rationally 
best explained as an alternation of stresses or more intensive effort
qualities with less intensive ones during the production of subse
quent tones or leverings. It may be noted that it is the rhythmical 
dance of the voice or sound-producing movements of the musician 
which give the music its rhythm. 

The difference between the two arts, as far as physical factors 
are considered, is only that the musician stresses certain acoustic 
pitches of tones which he estimates to be important for that which 
he has and wishes to express in his tone-poems: while the dancer 
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stresses levering-processes of the body with the help of which he 
wants to render prominent his levering poem. 

Jt is. without doubt. risky or at least crude to call dance a lever
ing poem, but we do not get far if we start with sentimental con
siderations when putting up principles. This crudeness can, to a 
certain degree, be lessened if we call the connecting thread of 
acoustic pitches melody, and the connecting thread of levering 
acts-what? The trouble is that there exists no collective noun con
veying for the lines of movements the same thing as "melody" for 
the lines of sound waves. 1t seems not to have occurred to any
body hitherto that lines in space, and especially lines or tracks 
written in the air by dance movements, might need a name. Al
though we are charmed by these movement-arabesques, or find 
other lines of movement unattractive, we have not, up to now, 
developed any terms for them. 

In investigating the difference between music and dance a little 
more closely we will see that the neglect to christen the pleasant 
and unpleasant arabesques written in the air or on the floor is not 
as astonishing as it might appear at first sight. 1n observing the 
great manifold of dances created by different human individuals 
and races we will find that the stress of dance does not lie so much 
in its aerial designs of gesture-melodies, as in the sequences of 
effort-qualities which are clearly represented by the rhythm of 
movement. Music, however, especially in its European forms. and 
in the singing of all races, points rather to a stress of the melodious 
line than of that of rhythm. To call dances "effort poems" instead 
of "levering poems" is perhaps not much more euphonious. yet it 
comes nearer to the truth; not always. however. because the famous 
"nautch" dances of East Indian women. for instance, are in their 
undulatory character clearly space-melodies. There exists also in 
the modernised European ballet a great tendency to emphasise the 
space-melody of levering sequences and to give rhythm a more 
secondary importance. 

So far we have dealt with the mechanical basis of dances only. 
If we consider them as "poems" they should have also a certain 
meaning or content. The usual answer to the question of what is 
expressed in music and dance equally will be. without any hesita
tion. that both are expressing feeling, emotion and perhaps senti
ments. Some people will say that ballet is a kind of dream repre
sentation without words. which requires the ballet-dancer to per-
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form actions. Therefore he might be considered as a variation of 
the actor; a mute actor. To a certain extent this is true. Ballet is a 
theatrical art. using all the means of scenery, costumes. orchestral 
music. colour and light which are the indispensable attributes of 
drama and opera. Dance is in ballet only one of the means of ex
pression, dramatic action being a second one and music a third. 
Ballet is not a pure representative of dance. In eliminating the 
action element we seem to be really reduced to the statement that 
some representation of emotional life is the main scope of the art 
of dance. The fact is, however, that we are facing here again an 
unnamed child of human imagination and expression. Very many 
dances are not emotional at all. even if they awaken emotions in 
the spectator. The dancer himself is carried by an inner drive, 
which has absolutely nothing to do with anything even resembling 
emotions. Take, for instance, acrobatic dances, which might evoke 
an emotion of awe for the courage shown by a human being. and 
perhaps also for the miraculous flexibility of his body. But it is 
c.:ourage and flexibility which are shown and not the emotions 
possibly connected with it. 

The ideas expressed by dance belong to a stratum of the human 
spirit which should not be labelled as emotion. lt is a falsification 
of a fact, resulting from a lack of collective nouns in our word
language for dance-forms and dance-contents likewise. 

Music or tone poems are to a great extent, perhaps, dealing 
really with emotional contents. The effort-poems of dance have 
mostly other contents. One would be tempted to say that dance 
reveals a vision of a perfect human existence which is not depicted 
as residing inside in the realm of emotions only, but also outside in 
somehow sublimated and real bodily-mental existence. To find a 
word for these contents of dance. a word so simple as the word 
··emotion," might be perhaps a task for coming generations (if
these generations care more for dance than past generations did).
All we are able to do today is to clear the ground and this can best
be done here again by comparing the corresponding features of
music and dance, this time not so much in respect of the means of
expression. as in the use of this means in building up the practical
content.

In music the effort-accent is entirely separated from and in
dependent of the melodic line, that means the musician can put his 
accent where he wants in any melodic or harmonic configuration. 
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1 n dance certain configurations of space-lines are connected with 
certain effort-qualities which are essential and unavoidable if the 
body follows harmonious space-shape. A rhythmical accent ea�. 
of course. also be added in dance to the natural accent even in 

places where it is not needed bodily; so also can t�e essential 
shades of effort be veiled or hidden through some tnck of body 
skill. But the displacement of the natural effort nuance will be 
felt as disharmony or over-accent in dance. On the other hand, 
form is not bound to accent; it is only the accent which is bound 
to the performance of certain forms. The accent (effort) is not 
inherent in the form (direction) but in the body. performing this 
form or this or that direction. 

In music both accent and form are free in the execution also. 
because the body does not play here such a great role as in dance. 
A well-trained body will be much freer to resist the effort-demand 
of a form (direction). lt will more easily be capable of approxi
mating to what we might call musical demands. 

The performing arts of music and dance like to play as freely �s 
possible with the combinations of arabesques and accents, this 
being an important means of expression. A dancer will often try 
to illustrate his effort-poem with impossible space arabesques and 
leverings. This makes the dance mysterious and non-banal. The 
binding of effort to certain body-space situations shows too much 
natural material dependence to impress both the spectator and the 
dancer himself. It is. therefore, necessary to get a technique of 
absolute freedom from any such ties. 

On the other hand a certain impression can be experienced (and 
given?) if the body follows body-space evolutions with an exactly 
11atural effort. (Natural beauty). There will be two schools of 
effects. The free one will be more easily adaptable to freedom in 
the use of accent and form as in music. (Free here is technically 
overskilled like ballet). The bound-natural one will be in reality 
the dance without music (or with percussion, following or counter
pointing the natural effort-boundness of movement created from 
the inter-relation of accent and form). 

One feature. the more or less regular alternation of stress and 
relaxation. will be always present (also in music) because of the 
bodily handling of the instruments. Fatigue of continuous stress. 
or sloppiness of uninterrupted relaxation will otherwise impede 
effect. 
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Effort-poems as demonstrations of effort-variations can be read 
(unconsciously) by the spectator. The main thing is, however, that 
they should have a sense and a development towards harmonisa
tion because in dance we attempt to represent our vision of desir
able effort-combinations in a perfection rarely reached in practical 
life. 
. The�e is no emotion�! content needed, because this representa
uon will not show emotions but rather ethically desirable values of 
inner attitudes: the perfectly harmonious man or, as a contrast, the 
abysmally grotesque man. 

Effort poetry �s such is not yet discovered or acknowledged. We 
lack even one single word to express that which is shown in this 
kind of movement poetry. 

It is a higher degree of consciousness which finds out these com
binations of ethica_l situations and elicits them from the sphere of 
values. The question. whether the sphere of values really exists or 
whether it is _not discovered

_, 
i.e. actually entered but only in

vented and built up by man, 1s a very important one. Conscience 
an? simila� inner attitudes seem to show that this sphere really 
ex1sts outside man's personal configuration. 1f that is so. this 
would be a big discovery. 

To argue about it would only be possible in the form of the 
study of _movement. or of movements. especially of effort
representat1ons. This is the real discipline of dance in which 
primitive man excelled. Either the sphere of values itself. or the 
capacity of men to build it up was discovered and cultivated ages 
ago. All our ethical ideals and ideas originate from the cultivation 
of movement by our ancestors. 

This has partly to do with religious visions of perfect and more 
pow:erful ?Cings. But these beings as well as the whole sphere can 
be_ mventtons. A realistic outlook upon man as an imperfect
ammal but nevertheless the most complex creature on earth (i.e. 
no other higher being exists), does not contradict the existence of a 
sphere of perfect efforts which have none other than exemplary in
fluence on our imitatory sense. 

To demonstrate graphically in nature the presence of a sphere or 
rule o� harmony is very near to representing the real existence of 
a� ethical sphere of values. In any case. if the longing (and con
s�1ence) w�re a pure invention of man. he would be a terrific being, 
of superammal and supernatural dimensions. able to create a world 
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which does not yet exist for itself by direct effort of nature. This 
faculty contradicts all that science teaches. The 'either-or' is in
teresting, and a field to which dance research could bring revela
tions. 

Either: man is a being inventing and creating new worlds which 
are not fantasies only because they influence his behaviour and life. 

Or: man is a visionary who sees into the hidden realms which 
exist outside the world of his more real senses. 

A third possibility is that man is the collaborator of nature which 
i5 in her birth-pangs to create or bring forth this new world. or 
ethical sphere. which man sees already before she has achieved it. 
In any case it is the effort-poetry of dance which opens the gates to 
the new-coming or hidden or planned or man-invented world or 
sphere of values. And effort-poetry should be cultivated as a 
means of making possible the easier perception of the facts con
nected with these visions and of clearing them up to a definite 
certainty about their nature. 

To explain all this as a sublimation (or madness) of sexuality. 
hunger. power, etc., is of course possible. But then these would 
gain such a super-beauty of flowering that our actual evaluation of 
them would seem to be rather poor and miserable. ff the wish to 
be more beautiful (perfect human being) true. just. good, etc .. is 
really only a prelude of effective multiplication or enlargement of 
individual power, then we must adore this divine madness as the 
highest flower of nature. To despise it and to think it only a 
reducing, intoxicating product of an ill-fantasy to which we should 
not succumb. shows such a lack of taste for liveliness and a disgust
ing veneration of negativity and of death and annihilation that such 
beings thinking in this way had better not be born. 

Tricks of the veil of Maya* cannot be deciphered by the brain 
alone. The united rule of harmony appearing everywhere from 
the form of crystals to the drives of man, reveals itself as a rule of 
dance which might be taken as the messenger of certainty about 
those questions of a beyond. which if not solved. torture our soul 
and distort our life. 

• ;'Tire veil of Maya'": tire illusory outer ll"orld of extemal appeara11cl', 
ll"lriclr 1·eils tire inner ll"orld of true reality. 
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A living organism is the most perfect engine we can imagine. A 
healthy organism living under favourable conditions does not dis

sipate any. or only very little, energy: energy is all or almost all 
utilised. The slight loss of energy is continuously restored through 
special functions of the engine itself. Having performed an opera
tion connected with loss of energy, the living engine reverses the 
operation and functions now as a pump bringing in fuel or other 
ingredients needed for the restoring of energy. Besides this 
regenerative capacity the living engine has a further possibility of 
counteracting the destructive effects of ill-health or of noxious in
fluences of unfavourable conditions. lt is able to procreate new 
engines of similar kind replacing those which have succumbed in 
the struggle of work. 

Species of living organisms have died out, probably because of 
catastrophic changes in the surroundings. to which the special kind 
of living engines could no longer be successfully adapted. This 
larger issue lies, however, beyond the scope of the present in
vestigation. which endeavours to throw a light on the optimum 
function of one special kind of living engine, the human organism. 

The innate tendency to live. to preserve life, to regenerate, to 
procreate and to care for the growing child is so strong iri man, that 
he naturally abhors killing a member of his species. He also 
abhors putting his fellow human beings into conditions in which 
they are unable to recover lost energies. This tendency is a part 
of the function of living energy. 

A conflict arises between this fundamental abhorrence of killing 
others and the urge of an individual organism to keep alive for 
himself; a conflict which can be extended in protecting an indi
vidual's family. his friends, his clan, etc. 

In order to keep himself alive, man kills animals and plants with-
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out any deeper repulsion. He has, however, enough awe for living 

energy to abstain naturally from wanton destruction of any kind of 

life. 
He condemns the lack of respect for life in his fellow-beings and 

this condemnation goes so far that he feels compelled to annihilate 
the transgressors of this basic rule of living energy. The conflict 

into which this defence of life brings him is not very different from 
the conflict of killing or damaging life in other cases of self
preservation. 

Besides the conflict on the negative side of life-preservation there 
exists a conflict of a more positive character. Man has not only 
the tendency to live and to let life grow as well as it can. He has 
a marked tendency to help with his actions and operations in 
order to preserve and to enrich the living energy of his surround
ings. 

Such action involves exertion. A certain degree of exertion can 
surpass man's own regenerative capacity. The examples of dis
regard for personal life and health in order to safeguard the life 
and health of other human beings or even of other than human living 
engines, are so numerous that any argument about this point seems 
to be superfluous. (Note: lt must be mentioned that the reverence 
for life seen in the care for descendants and in the help for the 
preservation of the life of fellow-beings, even if they are not of the 
same species, is not restricted to the human race. Few animals kill 
without the need of hunger or self-defence, and many animals 
sacrifice their lives in order to save the lives of others). 

Jf the exertion caused by a helping action surpasses natural 
regenerative capacity, we feel compelled to try to do our best to 
improve the conditions of regeneration. lt is of no use to regard 
the complications of life in a human community as artificial or un
natural. They have grown from nature and are growing within 
nature so that we have to accept them and make the best of them 
as of all conflicts occurring in life. 

It is, however, clear that the natural capacity of regeneration 
deteriorates with the increasing complications of civilised life. 
Counter-measures are needed in order to keep the balance. The 
most necessary counter-measure might perhaps consist in making 
the facts of living energy and of its preservation more conscious, 
and at the same time more deeply felt. This is a tremendous task 
for coming generations. All that we can do now is to initiate the 
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processes in describing the findings of science (including moral 
science) about our urge and our capacity to protect and to preserve 
living energy. 

The special scope of this paper is to introduce a new view-point 
into the research concerned with living energy. 

Life, like all the other phenomena of nature, has a rhythm. That 
means that there exists a proportional relationship between the con
trasting facts and parts of life. One of the most interesting sections 
of natural rhythmicality is that between effort and recuperation in 
living organisms. Everybody will agree that the study of this 
subject might be able to contribute to a better mastering of the 
regenerative possibilities for the individual as well as for com
munities. 

Without arguing about the causes which have implanted in our 
organism the urge to safeguard living energy, we can come to an 
awareness of the mode of the functioning of this urge which will 
help us to deal with difficulties and conflicts arising from the in
evitable fact of its existence. 

WHAT IS RHYTHM? 
It can be said without exaggeration that a well-rhythmicised 

energy involves a spending of effort connected with intelligence and 
goodwill. 

The exclusion of those forms of the flow of energy which are 
non-rhythmical, i.e .. of the flow of energy the parts of which col
lide and struggle in a destructive and dissipating sense. is the aim 
of any rhythmical education. 

The term 'rhythm' should be used in this new sense only. It is 
a bodily and mental skill to use rhythm rationally and with good
will. Energy in itself is eurhythmical but its use can be perverted. 

An uncontrolled maze of contrasting tendencies has no real 
rhythm. It can have, perhaps, a dead and stable regularity or it 
can have a chaotic avalanche-like precipitation and might, there
fore, have a most exciting influence upon sensations. But the name 
·rhythm' cannot be given to it because there is no real rhythmical
order. The old Greeks used the expression of "kakorhythmy" for
the irregular dissipation of energy. That means in reality lack of
rhythm.

The various uses of the word 'rhythm' are circumscribed in the 
following associative contrasts: 
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Rhythm as: 
Duration 

Definite Indefinite 
Repetition 

Measurable (mmeasurable 
Change 

Stable Mobile 
Habit 

Regular Irregular 
Symmetric Asymmetric 

Pleasure 
Quieting Disquieting 

Energy 
Stagnant Flowing 

OUR MENTAL-MOTOR SITUATION 
It is essential for the liberation of human nature from the yoke 

of misleading illusions and prejudices to become thoroughly ac
quainted and familiar with the rules of motion governing the uni
verse and so also human life. 

The best way to study motion is to train the capacity to observe 
man when moving. 1n working, in doing things consciously as 
well as in the abandon of relaxation. recreation and in the more or 
less uncontrolled expression of his passions, thoughts and feeling. 
man uses a great series of movements. which are only partly 
observed and investigated. 

Nobody seems to have a clear idea as to how far and in which 
way all these motions are connected with each other and with what 
we call our inner life. We speak about movement habits arising 
from certain occupations or pre-occupations, but we do not know 
it and how far pre-occupations can arise from movement habits. 

All that we can claim in this field is that the training of certain 
movement capacities, whether in life, i.e .. work, or through arti
ficial exercises, can further our physical health in keeping the body 
elastic and functioning well. Some people give training credit for 
a part of mental or nervous fitness as well as for promoting health 
and well-being. They say man becomes happier. gayer and more 
content if his body or his organism is functioning well. 

l think that this credit is far too small. We know too little
about the real nature of motion. and especially about the motoric 
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force filling the universe, in order to understand the great in�
portance which the natural rules of motion play in all the mani
festation of our whole existence and so also in what we call our 
inner life. 1t is a minimal part of our mobility of which we are 
really aware, and to which we refer in speaking about the con
nection between bodily movement and mental or psychic motor 
phenomena. The most easily observed part of human (or animal) 
mobility is a macro-mobility in contrast to the less easily observed 
micro-mobility within the smaller parts and elements of our organ
ism. There is no real boundary between these two mobilities: our 
mobility is one and indivisible and has throughout the saine char
acter, and follows a unique line of rules which conform to atomic 
or astral movement as well as to crystallisation, organic growth and 
inner life and consciousness. 

Our body together with our nervous system and all its mani
festations in thought. emotion and will is in itself nothing else than 
a motor-process. 

The apparent stability of our outer form is due to two factors. 
One is that the continuous changes are partly too quick and partly 
too slow to be easily observed. The other factor is that each indi
vidual lives as the variation of a definite generic motif from which 
he can deviate only to a certain degree. This motif has a racial 
as well as an individual side, i.e., the individual motif is in itself 
again only a slight variation of the generic or racial motif. 

The clear view of this fact and of the distinction between macro
mobility and micro-mobility is hampered by the restricted capacity 
of our movement observation. As long as the spatial extension or 
the velocity of a movement is concerned, we understand this restric
tion very well. We know today that there exist physical motions 
which are too small to be seen with the naked eye. Man has 
created the microscope and the microphone in order to catch a 
part of these minute vibrations and locomotions. Yet another 
characteristic of movement. its rhythmicality. is no easier to survey 
because of the differentiated degrees of complication in which the 
single rhythms are mixed. The question of how to enter into the 
domain of micro-mobility and multi-rhythmicality is not yet even 
raised and, therefore, very far from a definite solution. We have 
but the roughest conception about rhythm in general and in this 
wnception the notion of recurrence in time is so prevailing that we 
overlook all the other rhythmical implications. It is true that 
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etitions of movements or motions of similar character attractrep · · · d. · · between our curiosity and give scope to a pnm1t1ve _1�tmct1on . _ 
certain kinds or types of movement. ln recogntst?g the _repetition_
of the same thing. we are obliged to give to th� t�1.ng which recurs
as well as to the cyclic friction itself some pnm1ttve n�me_s. We
are, however. far from an exhaustive terminology of kmet1cs and 
rhythm. . 

Few motions have so far received names which refer to t�e
deeper aspects of the problem of mobility. Moto� _words refer 111 

general to the most evident kinds of ma�ro-mob1ltty a�d to ex
tremely simple rhythmical rules only. It 1s, therefore, difficult to 
speak about movement because its phenomena are almost name-
less. 

I' Instead of trying to find a simple expression for the comp •�a-
tions of motor-differentiality. the spirit of man has chosen to tn
vent a flourishing imagery in which fabulous se_ntiments and 
grotesque abstractions veil the origins as well as the issues of facts 
of natural mobility. _ . 

The inextricable network of superstitions and mismterpretattons 
which so arises is not Jess amazing and unreal than primitive tri�al 
mythologies. The unbiassed student of mobility :Will soon real!se 
that the increase of inner health and balance which a�c.om�ames 
the improvemnt of organic functions through n:iotor _ trammg 1s d_ue 
principally to a simpler and more natural relat1onsh1p of the tram
ing person to motor-happenings in general �nd to personal 
mobility in particular. Caring less for the abstractions and s�mbols 
of our strange motor-interpretations through mytholog1_c _ and 
psychic words and categories is without doubt a charactenst1c of 
kinetically and rhythmically well-developed persons. Those_ who
choose to study and to cultivate bodily movement are not infre
quently accused of mental weakness or st�pidity. lt is . n?t even
suspected that such persons are dealing with an art of ltv�ng. the 
complexity of which has simply no names. no fixed ter�1molog�. 
and that they are, therefore. unable to speak about their experi
ences other than with movements. 

J think we should create a language of movement. i.e .. we sho_uld 
become more conscious of that great kinetic and rhythmical 
language which fills the world and our own exi�tenc�. 

There are signs of a growth of our motor mte�ltgence �n our 
time and we might. perhaps. soon be able to deal directly with the 
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problem. For the great majority of people it remains, however. 
necessary to content themselves with such circumscriptions as of 
our motor situation as have been attempted in these lines. 

WASTE 
(Fools are struggling-wise men are dancing). 
The difficulty in determining waste consists primarily in the fact 

that certain parts of a procedure or action are considered by some 
persons a necessity, whereas others consider these superfluous, un
necessary and even an evil use of energy or material. The first 
type prefers a certain lavishness and richness of accompanying 
cond!tions, not only as fully justified but also as advantageous for 
creativeness. The other type has a more orderly and puritanical 
view about the use of available means and conditions; this type 
feels or estimates that a certain poorness and restriction is the best 
school for righteousness. lt is, therefore, a question of tempera
ment and also a question of public opinion which. as history shows, 
swings from one extreme to the other. 

There are no definable boundaries between these two opinions 
or temperaments. An infinite gradation between laisser-faire and 
restrictive control exists and any of these degrees can become the 
leading characteristic of an epoch. Men who have an individual 
inclination to the degree in vogue will become powerful. Yet there 
is always in any special degree a main or prevailing tendency to
wards one pole or the other. so that an orientation along the line of 
degrees towards one of its ends can be observed. 

Changes are made: (a) in increasing the tendency of the mo
ment. e.g., in becoming always more lavishly wasteful or restrict
edly bound; 

(b) in reversing the present direction into an orientation towards
the contrary pole. 

!here is a curious point in these oscillations. The people
orientated towards lavishness will always stress the point that no
body is entitled to judge where wastefulness really begins. 

Their opposites. the people orientated towards restriction or 
sp�rtanism .. will find that there are real criteria for determining the
pomt at which wastefulness begins. 

It is true that this point is always a more or less arbitrary choice 
a?d nobody has _ev�r succeeded in fixing a generally acceptable
view about the cntena of wastefulness. What one person thinks to 
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be desirable or even absolutely necessary can be in the eye of his

neighbour the most inexcusable extravagance. 
This does not refer to the general .line only but extends to all the

details of life. 
Richness in certain aspects of life seems to be indispensable 

even to the puritan, and the more lavish man can find that he is a 
pure spendthrift in this domain. Similarly the lavish find restric
tion in some things natural, on which the puritan estimates freer 
spending absolutely necessary. 

Doubtless the balance of these last-mentioned differences of 
opinion has a special characteristic in the facts that: 

(a) the lavish is lavish in material goods and even in energy,
while he is not so convinced about the desirability and necessity of 
the refinement and possession of what we might call inner or non
material goods (except what he means by "freedom"). 

(b) the puritan tends to restrict material possession and refine
ment and mostly endeavours to keep his inner life at a high stan
dard, renouncing hereby, however. what the lavish one calls "free
dom." 

He is neither more nor less a "slave" (of self-imposed regula
tions) than the other (being a slave of his desires). 

It seems to be almost impossible to reconcile these two views and 
to abolish thus the source of the greatest waste of material, energy, 
and inner value, resulting from the incessant struggle of the two 
parties or tendencies. 

A harmonising education which consists not only of enlighten
ment and verbal instruction but which makes each individual able 
to balance the intensity of these contrasting streams (closely re
sembling flood and ebb), could have a soothing influence on the 
seemingly inevitable struggle. 

It is this power of balance which has been found in the arts and 
especially in active dancing to be so effective that the regulation or 
mastering of movement has been accepted through enormous 
periods of civilisation as the basic means of education and the 
most desirable form of recreation. 

Dancers are always searching. even if often unconsciously, for 
this balance. 
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